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iStatement The School of Public Leadership is committed 
to community-relevant, internationally and nationally 
competitive, academic and professional teaching, research 
and provision of services in the fields of planning, public policy 
analysis, public management, development and environmental 
management, aimed at the promotion of sustainable 
development in a participative and fair manner.

To this end, the teaching, research, consulting and community 
work programmes of the School are designed to foster 
professional excellence, social entrepreneurship, reflective 
leadership, effective management, and the competencies 
needed to work within complex, multi-disciplinary, networked 
and diverse operating environments.

Our Academic Programmes 
Undergraduate Modules in Public and Development 
Management

Postgraduate Programmes in Public and Development 
Management

Postgraduate Programmes in Sustainable Development Planning 
and Management

Postgraduate Programme in Environmental Management

Your Opportunity to broaden your horizons and 
enhance your creativity as a professional manager and leader.  
If you are considering a fulfilling career in government or the 
development sector, our courses are designed for you.   We 
emphasise social entrepreneurship in our teaching and work.  
You can make a difference to the world – your world – by 
combining your vision and your actions in the best possible way.

We equip you with the skills and knowledge to do just that.

Profile of a prospective 
BPubAdminHons/MPA student

• is computer literate; has access to to email and internet and is adapt at using it 
frequently. 

• is keen on making use of the latest technology to facilitate their studies

• can manage his/her time as to meet the academic requirements of the programme, 
notwithstanding work and/or personal commitments

• is willing to make personal sacrifices in order to cope with the high academic 
demands and standards of the programme

Logistical arrangements
Although the course load of the programme is that of a full-time 
Honours degree (120 credits), the programme is structured in a 
unique manner as to accommodate students who are also working 
full-time. Working students should realise that it will be tough 
balancing work and study commitments. However, by applying 
good planning and time management, it is possible to finish the 
BPubAdminHons within one year alongside working. 

All students must attend one compulsory contact session in the 
beginning of the academic year, either in Bellville (Cape Town) 
OR in Tshwane. Inability to attend (for whatever reason) will mean 
the student cannot continue with the programme. The duration is 
approximately two weeks, with the computer literacy test written 
before the start of the first session. The purpose of the compulsory 
contact session is to introduce students to the lecturers of the 
respective modules of the programme and to prepare students 
academically for the telematic classes which are to follow.

DVD recordings of the Telematic classes for each module will 
be provided and where students are unable to attend the live 
telematic transmissions to various centres across South Africa 
and Namibia, DVD recordings of those classes can be purchased 
(considered as “attended” the class).

Students must make provision to attend classes for about 24 hours 
during the course of the year and in addition must make provision 
to write exams on 10 other days during the year. 

Admission Requirements for students coming 
from PDM 3rd year

For the BHons degree, any bachelor’s degree or BTech degree is required, 
as well as an acceptable study record and applicable work experience.  
A tertiary diploma of three years of study with an acceptable study 
record of at least an average of 60% and three years of applicable work 
experience may be considered if such an application is accompanied by 
an acceptable portfolio of evidence that will qualify for Level 6 Recognition 
of Prior Learning credits.  Such evidence includes certified certificates of 
all accredited short courses and other relevant training, learner ships or 
Practice Placement Programmes that have been successfully completed, 
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as well as a comprehensive description of the nature and duration 
of management experience obtained.  This description must 
be confirmed by the supervisor concerned.  Once received, the 
portfolio will be submitted for assessment.

Application and selection 
Applications close on the 31st of October. A complete 
application package must reach the student applications 
department of the University, before the closing date. Applications 
are screened by the selection committee as they are received and 
successful candidates are informed accordingly. Due to the limited 
number of places available on the programme, it is advisable to 
apply as soon as possible. The criteria for selection include: first 
and foremost academic excellence; subsequent further training 
and work experience. Subsequent further training and/or work 
experience do not override the academic admission requirements.

Programme Content
Level 7 (HEQF 2007) – Admission Modules (for students who 
do not have the necessary academic background in Public 
Administration; every application is considered individually for 
possible exemption from any of these modules)

• Computer Skills

• Orientation to Public Management

• Orientation to Development

• Orientation to Public Policy

• Orientation to Research Methodology and Writing Skills

Level 8 (HEQF 2007) (120 credits) – Lectured Modules:

• Sustainable Development

• Information and Communication Technology for Management

• Leadership and Change Management

• Public Policy Management

• People Management

• Financial Management and Cost Accounting

• Project Management

• Organisational Design
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• Research Report

• Economic Governance

• Political Governance OR Local Governance

Medium of Instruction
English; class interaction, written assignments and examinations 
may be in Afrikaans if preferred by the student.

Assessment of the Admission Modules
Students who do not have a Level 6 / 7 or equivalent qualification 
in Public Administration or Public Management must pass five 
self-study Admission Modules before they will be admitted to the 
Honours Programme.  Examination of the five self-study Admission 
Modules, for which study material is provided on Sunlearn / DVD, 
is written before the first compulsory contact session.  Examination 
results will be available before the contact session and will have the 
following consequences:

0-49%: admission to the programme is cancelled and student can 
no longer continue with the contact session and/or programme.

50%: student can continue with the contact session and 
programme. Successful completion (minimum 50%) however 
remains a condition for graduation. In the case of Computer Skills, 
the student has the alternative to do the International Computer 
Drivers Licence (ICDL) at a recognised and accredited ICDL 
provider.  

50%+: student passed the Admission Modules and can continue 
with the contact session and programme. 

Assessment of the BPubAdminHons modules
All lectured modules are followed and completed by means of a 
written examination – three to four modules may be completed 
per term leading to a total of ten lectured modules.  A final mark of 
50% is required to pass a module and a final mark of 75% to pass 
with distinction (cum laude).  Accordingly, an average final mark of 
50% is required to pass the programme and an average final mark 
of 75% to pass the programme with distinction (cum laude).
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Information and Communication Technology 
for Management (9 credits)
Data and information is abundantly available, however the ability to 
process it and communicate appropriately to all the stakeholders 
remain a special management challenge.  The use of computer 
technology to realise this and the management of interaction 
between information and communication technology specialists 
and users have become indispensable.  This module therefore 
focuses on information and communication technology systems, 
management systems and organisational applications in public 
service delivery and development as well as the management 
of data and knowledge, security and risk.  The outcomes of this 
module are an understanding of the specific context of public 
information and communication technology management and the 
ability to apply the knowledge and technology in a work situation.

Leadership and Change Management  
(9 credits)
Management in any environment, but especially in a service 
delivery and development context, depends intensely on 
leadership with an applicable philosophical foundation.  Apart 
from leadership, the present day strong emphasis on societal 
and institutional reform demands that managers be equipped 
with skills for the dynamic exercise of change management 
even in traditionally routine service delivery situations.  This 
module therefore focuses firstly on management philosophy 
and leadership and secondly on the knowledge areas of project 
management offering techniques for change management.  
The outcomes for this module are proven knowledge and an 
understanding of management philosophy and leadership and 
the ability to apply suitable leadership approaches and change 
management techniques in specific circumstances.

People Management (9 credits)
The interests of the broad public remain the most important 
reason for the existence of a public sector while at the same 
time people are the most valuable resource for service delivery 
and development.  This module therefore focuses on applicable 
people management for service delivery and development by 

Further admission to the MPA
If a student wishes to continue with the MPA, his/her Research 
Report must be completed with a final mark of at least 65% and 
the other Honours level modules with an average of at least 60%. 
It is therefore not sufficient to pass Honours level modules with a 
mediocre average (50%-59%) and special attention must be given 
to the Research Report.

Module content for the  
BCommHons, BPubAdminHons  
degrees in Public and  
Development Management

Financial Management and Cost Accounting 
(9 credits)
One of the most critical lacks of skills mentioned in public service 
delivery and development concerns the ability of line managers 
to apply financial innovation for the improvement of such delivery 
and development.  This module therefore focuses firstly on the 
specific context determined by the demands of custodianship 
and stewardship, legislation and economic realities; secondly 
on strategic financial alliances; and thirdly on cost accounting 
competencies for strategic and optimal utilisation of resources.  
The outcomes of the module are knowledge of the specific 
context, understanding of the necessity of strategic alliances in 
service delivery and the competency to appropriately apply cost 
accounting techniques.
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the application of techniques to ensure a strategic intention in 
a specific work situation.  Contemporary international and local 
determinants and approaches are emphasised and an experience-
focused learning approach is followed to expose students to 
applicable processes, techniques and skills.  The outcomes of 
this module comprise an understanding of the specific people 
management context and the ability to apply appropriate people 
management techniques in specific work environments.

Project Management (9 credits)
Project management takes place within specific community 
contexts and demands the application of management techniques 
and abilities which will result in specific desired results and 
outcomes.  This module therefore focuses on the context 
applicable use of conceptualisations and planning techniques of 
project management for strengthening public service delivery and 
development.  The outcomes are knowledge of and the ability to 
utilise the mentioned applications suitably.

Organisational Design (9 credits)
The module objectives are to equip students with the knowledge, 
insight, skills and attitudes to enable them to take the lead in: 
the assessment of organisational effectiveness, the analysis and 
description of organisation structures, the identification of the 
determinants of structure as well as the expected impact of the 
different determinants, the choice and design of an organisation’s 
structure and the management of organisational culture.

Economic Governance (9 credits)
The construct, governance, is defined in different ways and 
aspects of good governance are present in all modules of this 
programme.  For the purpose of this module, a macro approach is 
followed where governance is seen as a way of exercising power 
in the management of a country’s economic and social resources.  
It includes demarcating behavioural norms to ensure that a 
government delivers to a community what it undertook to and also 
demarcating the role of government in the economy.  The focus in 
this module is therefore on the economic factors determining the 
exercise of power/authority for service delivery and development.  
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The outcomes of this module are knowledge of the economical 
factors that define governance and an understanding of its 
influence on service delivery in a specific work situation.

Political Governance (9 credits) (elective)
This module has three central aims. The first aim it to develop 
students’ understanding of democratic government institutions. 
In particular, there will be a focus on the functions of government 
institutions and the debates around the role of these institutions in 
a governing process of a democratic political system. The second 
aim is to heighten students’ ability to identify different types of 
relationships that can exist between different governing institutions 
and the implications of these relationships for governing processes. 
Thirdly, this module aims to provide students with analytical tools, 
which they can use to critically assess whether a government 
system is geared toward strengthening and sustaining democracy.

Local Governance (9 credits) (elective)
This module is aimed at officials and managers working with or 
within the local government sphere.  The module aims to equip 
students with knowledge and competence to manage cooperative 
governance and intergovernmental relations, local government 
legislation, policies and regulations and Local Economic 
Development for sustained local growth and development.

Public Policy Management (9 credits)
For the purpose of this module we define public policy 
management as the creation, assessment and communication 
of policy-relevant information by means of a systematic first 
level of analysis and, where more in-depth multidisciplinary 
expert analysis is required, ensuring appropriate expert analysis 
and integration of information from various experts towards 
understanding and improving policies as well as informing 
planning, organising, leading and control processes. The objective 
of this module is to provide a comprehensive overview of the 
scope of policy management as well as a thorough explanation 
of the policy analytical procedures, namely problem structuring; 
forecasting; recommending; monitoring and evaluating as well 
as the application of a selection of techniques relevant for these 
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procedures. Given the political dynamics involved, the module also 
includes the use of policy information for improvement of current 
policies or informs future policy decisions.

Sustainable Development (9 credits)
Sustainable development comprises, where possible, purposeful 
integration of social, economic and ecological goals within a 
specific local, national or even global setting and the compromises 
necessary when these are not possible.  The focus in this module 
is therefore on strategies and techniques to facilitate sustainable 
development processes and the outcomes include the knowledge 
to determine social, economic and ecological needs and the ability 
to apply the strategies and techniques of sustainable development.

Research Report (30 credits)
It is necessary for each student to integrate and apply the 
knowledge and skills acquired from the theory meaningfully so 
that he/she can derive the greatest advantage from them in a 
specific work situation.  The research report is written on a topic 
decided on in consultation with the research coordinator. It is 
possible that a particular research report may be submitted for 
publication in an academic journal. The paper must comply with 
all the requirements of an academic paper (refer to Departmental 
“Guidelines for Writing Academic Papers/Assignments”).  The 
paper should contain a theoretical analysis of issues relating to the 
particular placement, including reform related issues, a case study 
of the practicalities relating to the placement, and international 
comparisons of the placement.  Learning points, conclusions and 
recommendations should also be provided. 

Practice Placement Programme Only for students 
with Public and Development Management at 3rd year level.

The Practice Placement Programme initiative of the School 
serves the objective of exposing full time honours students - who 
typically have little or no public and development management 
practical experience - to the practice of public and development 
management.  Participation in this programme provides an 
opportunity to full-time students to fulfil the requirements for the 
Research Report module of the honours programme.  
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MPA 
Programmei

Logistical arrangements
Students must attend a compulsory contact session in Cape Town 
during the first semester. The 100% thesis students will attend the 
Applied Research Methodology and Writing Skills contact session 
in January. The 50% thesis students will attend the contact session 
for both the electives and the Applied Research Methodology and 
Writing Skills session during May, but may as alternative, attend the 
January contact session for Applied Research Methodology and 
Writing Skills and then only the taught modules during the May 
session. Students may request to attend the alternative contact 
session with prior approval from the academic programme head, 
bearing in mind that the electives are only presented during the 
May contact session. Logistical arrangements with regards to 
classes/satellite transmissions will be communicated individually to 
successful candidates. 

Admission Requirements
A BHons degree or equivalent Level 8 qualification in Public 
Administration or Public Management with a final pass mark of 65%. 
Particular emphasis is placed on the quality and achievement in 
the Research Report component of the Level 8 qualification (HEQF 
2007). 

Selection
Due to the limited number of students that can be accommodated 
annually, selection in accordance with the official selection policy of 
the University may be unavoidable.
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Programme content
The programme provides for two options:

Option 1: Full Research Thesis (180 credits; only if a final mark of 
65% was obtained for the Honours Degree) and Applied Research 
Methodology and Writing Skills.

OR

Option 2: Course work (3 modules; 90 credits), Thesis (90 credits) 
and Applied Research Methodology and Writing Skills.

Optional modules for Option 2: (each module requires a 
minimum of 10 registered students for the module to be 
presented):

• Integrated Public Management (30 credits)

• Public Management Law (30 credits)

• Integrated Community-based Development (30 credits)

• Integrated Public Policy Management and Analysis (30 credits)

• Municipal Management (only if the Local Governance module has 
been successfully completed at Honours level) (30 credits)

• Monitoring and Evaluation (30 credits)

• Comparative and Contemporary Public Management Innovation 
Studies (30 credits)

• Advanced Programme and Project Management (30 credits)

• Anti-Corruption (30 credits)

• Capita Selecta  -  Public Sector Risk Management (30 credits)

• Capita Selecta  -  Integrating Political and Economic Governance 
for Sustained and Sustainable Growth and Development (30 
credits)

(Optional module replaceable by a module completed at a 
foreign university as part of an official exchange agreement and in 
consultation with the Director)

Medium of instruction
English; class interaction, written assignments, the research 
assignment / thesis and examinations may be in Afrikaans if 
preferred by the student.
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Assessment
Assignments and written examinations will be required for the 
various modules.  The completed Masters’ thesis (180 or 90 credits) 
must be examined by an internal and an external examiner.  A final 
mark of 50% is required to pass both the elective modules and the 
thesis.  Accordingly, an average final mark of 50% is required to 
pass the programme and an average final mark of 75% to pass with 
distinction (cum laude).

Module content for the 
Mcomm and the Master 
of Public Administration

Thesis supported by Applied Research 
Methodology and Writing Skills (180 credits 
or 90 credits depending on the option 
chosen)
Public Management and Development comprises the application 
of knowledge generated and communicated by applicable social 
scientific research.  This module therefore focuses on the one 
hand on the conceptual bases, sources, processes and techniques 
concerning this research and on the other hand on the writing 
of research reports.  The outcomes of this module comprise the 
mastering of both the methodology and writing skills as well as 
knowledge of the ethical considerations involved, but this module 
has the research thesis as tangible product. All students will be 
expected to attend a research laboratory at the Bellville Park 
Campus during which a research proposal will be drafted and 
presented to a panel of experts at a research proposal colloquium. 
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Public Management Law (30 credits) 
(Compulsory)
Any modern society functions within an extensive legal framework 
consisting of private law, mercantile law and public law based 
on legislation, case law and common law.  This framework has as 
purpose the maintenance of order and justice within the society 
to ensure peace, development and prosperity for all.  The focus in 
this module is on legal principles and has as outcome the enabling 
of the public manager to master and manage the most important 
legal aspects with which he/she is confronted on the various levels 
of his/her daily work as well as the mastering and application of the 
rules concerning the interpretation of statutes.

Integrated Public Management (30 credits)
Integrated public service delivery implies that the public 
experience the services they use as “seamless”, i.e. free of 
the duplication and confusing fragmentation typical of many 
organisations involved in public service delivery.  This expectation 
poses an immense management challenge given the extent 
of services and the numerous entities responsible for specific 
functions.  This module therefore focuses on the organisational 
determinants that can enhance integrated service delivery.  
Included are individual and group behaviour, leadership and 
organisational culture. The outcomes comprise knowledge about 
these determinants as well as the skill to enhance integrated public 
management by means of organisation development, strategic 
management and leadership development.

Integrated Community-based Development 
(30 credits)
Integrated development comprises a bottom-up process starting 
at community level.  This module therefore focuses on the context-
sensitive application of development theory and strategy first on 
micro level and then broadening out to provincial/regional and 
national level. Outcomes for the module comprise the mastering 
of the processes and skills required for development needs 
assessment, community participation, community development, 
partnership analysis and integration of the development initiatives 
of all responsible and voluntary institutions and organisations.
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Integrated Public Policy Management and 
Analysis (30 credits)
The information revolution impacts dramatically on the nature 
of management and for the first time effective integration of the 
different aspects of management is possible.  This development 
has particularly positive implications for better policy processes, 
decisions, outputs and outcomes in the public sector.  In this 
module attention is given to the systematic application of various 
policy support technologies for maximising results.  There is a 
specific focus on the utilisation of technological aids for better 
problem identification, option comparison and policy evaluation.  
The outcomes of this module comprise the mastering of applicable 
techniques and computer applications.

Municipal Management and Development  
(30 credits)
This module is aimed at local government officials and managers 
responsible for implementing the principles of developmental 
local government. The module maintains both a theoretical 
approach to the systems for implementing developmental local 
government and a practical perspective through comparative case 
study analyses. The module specifically focuses on developmental 
local governance principles, integrated development planning, 
performance management systems and municipal finance and 
accounting as systems for effective developmental government.

Monitoring and Evaluation (30 credits)
Increasing demands from citizens, civil society, private sector, 
politicians and government for accountability and evidence on the 
success of public policies, programmes and projects necessitate 
the development of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) systems to 
assess the outcomes of governance efforts and ultimately improve 
public sector performance. This module focuses on monitoring 
and evaluation as higher order strategic policy, programme and 
project management functions. Specifically, the module covers 
the theoretical approaches to M&E, institutionalisation of M&E 
in the public sector, indicator frameworks, M&E research design 
and methodologies and M&E report assessment and utilisation. 
The outcome of the module is mastering the processes and 
skills required for outcomes-based public sector monitoring and 
evaluation.
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Comparative and Contemporary Public 
Management Innovation Studies (30 credits)
This module aims to provide participants with the opportunity 
to study practices of public management innovation by way of 
international comparative studies or particular case studies. The 
intended outcome is an understanding of how space is created 
for service delivery innovation in public sector organisations while 
adhering to all the regulatory and bureaucratic requirements that 
typically constrain innovation. The module provides opportunity to 
identify these factors that may stimulate or stifle innovation and the 
characteristics of the public innovators. The requirements of this 
module are fulfilled by means of participation in an international 
summer school or international lecturer or student exchange 
programme as well as adherence to the assessment requirements 
set for these.

Advanced Programme and Project 
Management (30 Credits)
This module is aimed at exploring with participants how to use 
programme and project management applications together with 
other tools and practice guidelines in uncertain and dynamic 
settings in order to enhance their ability to deal with the challenges 
of their work. These work-related challenges can be regarded 
as complex operational and tactical management, whereby 
challenging strategic objectives as defined by the executive are 
translated into appropriate institutional delivery frameworks. 
The overarching objective is to equip participants with selected 
programme and project management applications and skills in 
such a manner that they can apply it to a real and complex work 
situation, and understand the benefit, and have the ability to utilise 
the applications in the interest of their particular beneficiaries and 
society as a whole towards achievement of immediate outputs and 
to support sustainable outcomes.

Anti-Corruption (30 Credits)
Corruption has become a wide-spread problem in society and has 
reached dangerously high levels within government institutions. 
This module is therefore designed to build anti-corruption capacity 
and expertise within government organisations by assisting public 
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officials to better understand the nature and causes of corruption 
and to react to it through the most comprehensive approaches 
available. To this end the module includes teachings on the 
sociological and behavioural dimensions of corruption, the deeper 
nature of corruption within organisations, the anti-corruption legal 
framework, and the corruption combatting institutions. And at the 
practical level - how to implement and maintain an anti-corruption 
infrastructure which includes established best management and 
financial practices, the promotion of an ethics culture, and the 
application of strategic and practical anti-corruption Policy and 
Programmes – including prevention, detection, monitoring and 
investigation methods.

Capita Selecta (30 credits)
• Public Sector Risk Management 
 There has been a growing awareness of the contribution that 

effective Risk Management in the Public Sector can make to 
improving service delivery and meeting Government’s Strategic 
Plans and related objectives. This module aims to provide 
participants with the opportunity to study practices of public 
risk management by way of ERM practices within the public 
Sector. The intended outcome is an understanding of how RM 
can be implemented and integrated within the public sector. 
The module provides opportunity to identify and apply RM and 
how to manage RM. The module includes practical exercises 
that are relevant and the public sector and focus on the RM 
processes, managing the processes in a manner that adds value 
to the organisation. The model’s content is aligned with the 
Learning Curriculum developed by National Treasury for Chief 
Risk Officers and Risk officers and will assist those participants 
wishing to use the added advantage that RM brings towards 
achieving objectives.

• Integrating Political and Economic Governance 
for Sustained and Sustainable Growth and 
Development (IPEG) comprises three parts/
modules:

 The first part is an introduction to mainstream and alternative 
theories of and approaches to development. It analyses the 
complex relationship/s between ideology, money and social 
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power; and elaborates the impact and influence of these 
relationships on politics, economics, policy reform, and state 
construction/statecraft. The second part introduces participants 
to the tools, techniques and technologies undergirding 
alternative growth and development strategies (for example, 
India, China, Brazil, Vietnam, Botswana, Russia, Mauritius, Costa 
Rica, Cuba, Singapore, Japan, South Africa etc.), and how these 
countries integrate/d political and economic governance in 
progressive (un-neoliberal) reconstruction and transformation 
formats/schemas (that is, ‘getting the politics right (wrong), 
to get the prices wrong (right)). The key aim of this part is 
to surface the limits, limitations and threats to promoting, 
sustaining and maintaining pro-poor economic growth and 
distributional strategies/regimes. The third part zones in on the 
dynamics and technologies of globalisation/global capitalism; 
international governance; changes in the nature and substance 
of democracy; and, most importantly, the reasons and motor 
forces of the revolutions and rebellions witnessed and playing 
themselves across the world. In sum, IPEG is a new and cutting-
edge course, drawing on diverse literatures, including public 
and development administration, economic history, political 
science, geography, policy reform and governance. It is multi-
disciplinary; and taps the knowledge, expertise and experiences 
of academics, development activists in community-based 
sectors and non-governmental organisations, government 
officials and politicians. Individuals from these diverse sectors 
will host and present classes to enrich the learning and teaching 
experience. 
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Course Fees

Online application fee:    R100
www.maties.com 

For more information on the cost of the BPubAdminHons and 
MPA programmes please visit www.schoolofpublicleadership.co.za 

Balance of tuition fees:
75% of the total balance by the first week of May and the 
outstanding amount by the last week in August. 

Students may arrange to pay by debit order with Mr Sean Davidse, 
seand@sun.ac.za, tel. 021 808 3530  

Fees should be deposited into a student’s student 
account:
Standard Bank

Cheque Account Number 073003069

Branch Code 050610

Reference: your student number

*The University, as represented by the duly authorised decision-
making body, reserves the right to amend all fees payable to the 
University. As a result, the above quoted fees may change by the 
time that registration takes place. The School of Public Leadership 
and the staff associated with the management of this programme 
cannot be held accountable if for any reason the above quoted 
fees are changed by a duly authorised University decision-making 
body. Final fees will only be made available in November.

Financial Aid

Here follows a summary of the bursaries for which students can 
apply. Please note that none of these will cover full expenses, 
should they be awarded.

University of Stellenbosch: Postgraduate Merit Bursary
• average 70% or above in previous qualifications
• all study fields
• limited amount for international students
• FULL-TIME students only
• closing date:  refer to website http://web-apps.sun.ac.za/beurse/

Ebeursframes_all.html
• Value: the value of these bursaries is determined by academic 

achievement in the previous qualification as well as level of 
study (Hons/Masters/PhD). Specific values for 2014 were not yet 
available by the time this brochure went to press.

Contact:  Post Graduate Bursaries (Tel 021 808 4208 – until 14:00), 
Beursnavrae_nagraads@sun.ac.za
Please apply electronically at www.mymaties.com

University of Stellenbosch: Postgraduate Study Bursary
• average 55% or above in previous qualifications
• all study fields
• only SA citizens
• low family income, extreme need
• FULL- AND PART-TIME students
• Subject to Financial Evaluation Test 
• closing date: refer to website http://web-apps.sun.ac.za/beurse/

Ebeursframes_all.html
• Value: Full-time: Variable
• Part-time/modular: Variable
Contact: Post Graduate Bursaries (Tel 021-808 4208 – until 14:00), 
Beursnavrae_nagraads@sun.ac.za
Please apply electronically at www.mymaties.com
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University of Stellenbosch: Harry Crossley
• above average Masters and Doctoral students 
• Average in previous qualification: To continue with Master – 70%, 

Doctoral – 65%.
• Research must make out 50% of course 
• closing date:  refer to website http://web-apps.sun.ac.za/beurse/

Ebeursframes_all.html
• Value: Variable

Contact:  Post Graduate Bursaries (Tel 021 808 4208 – until 14:00), 
Beursnavrae_nagraads@sun.ac.za
Please apply electronically at www.mymaties.com

Students with a fair family income (approximately R80 000 per 
annum before any deductions) should rather contact Eduloan.  
Eduloan is a private organisation that offers study loans, and as a 
result of a contract concluded between Edu-loan and the University, 
prospective students can obtain a study loan at a reasonable rate 
of interest. The contact telephone number is 021 460 3888 (Cape 
Town) / 021 882 8150 (Stellenbosch).
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Planning your personal 
schedule for the months 
ahead
To avoid confusion, you can expect the following order of events 
when applying for the BPubAdminHons: 

Lodge a complete online application before 31 October 
(www.sun.ac.za)

You will be informed of the outcome.

If admitted, you will receive further information about:
• The conditions of your admission, for instance which 

Admission Modules you must pass before the contact 
session in order to secure an unconditional admission

• Postal registration form, which you must complete 
and return together with your proof of payment of the 
registration fee (R4500) to Lydia Meyer before  
12 December (fax: 021 918 4123)

When we receive your postal registration form, we will 
send you your “BPubAdminHons Information Guide”, 
which includes:
• Study material (DVD and/or book) for the Admission 

Modules you must pass
• Invitation to the contact session
• Timetables for the contact session, telematic 

broadcasts, assignment due dates, examination dates

You MUST attend one telematic lecture at a telematic 
venue covering the Admission Modules in preparation of 
the upcoming examination. Telematic venues are available 
in: Bellville, George, Stellenbosch, Worcester, East 
London, Port Elizabeth, Bloemfontein, Randburg, Pretoria, 
Durban, Nelspruit, Middelburg, Klerksdorp, Mafikeng, 
Polokwane, Kimberley, Upington and Windhoek. Exact 
locations are updated at www.sun.ac.za/ite. 

 You MUST write the Admissions Exam at any of the exam 
venues which will be communicated to you. These venues 
are in the same cities as the above-mentioned telematic 
venues. 

 You CAN attend the Computer Skills course during the 
year as a Short course and write the examination at the 
contact session venue (either in Bellville or Tshwane), which 
precedes the actual contact session.

 You MUST attend the two-week compulsory contact 
session (either in Bellville or Tshwane).

 At the contact session you can expect the following:
• A welcome function and prize giving for top achievers 

from the previous year
• Receive a laptop with e-books, hard copy books issued 

only where e-books are not available
• Be re-registered for university computer, network and 

Sunlearn use
• Introductory lectures on all the modules

 After you received all your module information at the 
contact session, you must diarise and set a personal work 
schedule, so that your assignments are handed in on time 
and you are prepared for exams.

Attend telematic broadcasts OR order the DVD’s of the 
broadcast

Hand in assignments and write examinations as per 
prescribed schedule.

Contact details
The School of Public Leadership’s offices for the BPubAdminHons 
and MPA programme are situated at Stellenbosch University’s 
Bellville Park Campus in Cape Town. Most lecturers in the 
programme have their offices at the Bellville Park Campus. The 
campus offers students all facilities conducive to a productive 
postgraduate learning environment: library and all associated 
services, computer facilities, photocopying facilities, breakaway The 
School of Public Leadership’s offices for the BPubAdminHons and 
MPA programme are situated at Stellenbosch University’s Bellville 
Park Campus in Cape Town. Most lecturers in the programme 
have their offices at the Bellville Park Campus. The campus offers 
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students all facilities conducive to a productive postgraduate 
learning environment: library and all associated services, computer 
facilities, photocopying facilities, breakaway rooms for private study 
or group work and a restaurant. Feel free to arrange a campus visit 
or discuss your application with Lydia Meyer. 

Lydia Meyer
Senior Programme Administrator:  
BPubAdminHons & MPA
Lrm@sun.ac.za

Tel. 021 918 4192
Fax 021 918 4123

Ashlene Van der Berg-Ross
Administrator: Sunlearn and Teaching  
Support: BPubAdminHons & MPA
Ashlene.vanderBerg-Ross@spl.sun.ac.za

Tel. 021 918 4132
Fax 021 918 4123

Riana Moore
Administrator: MPA & PhD
djam@sun.ac.za

Tel. 021 918 4400 
Fax 021 918 4123

Prof APJ Burger
BPubAdminHons Academic  
Programme Head & Director
apjb@spl.sun.ac.za
Tel. 021 918 4125
Fax 021 918 4123

Dr B Rabie
MPA Academic Programme Head
Babette.Rabie@spl.sun.ac.za
Tel. 021 918 4186
Fax 021 918 4123

Please ensure that you include all the documents listed below in your 
application package, as this will ensure speedy processing and results:

Online Application
Application form:  School of Public Leadership (SPL) with
2 Colour ID photos attached to it
Certified copies of ALL diploma(s) / degree certificate(s) / short course(s)
Certified copies of ALL academic records for ALL the qualifications
Grade 12 certificate 
R100 application fee: include a copy of the deposit slip 
Physical street address for courier purposes completed on the 
application form for courier purposes

Deposits of R100.00 can be made to:
University of Stellenbosch
STANDARD BANK
Branch Code:  050610
Cheque Account:  073003069
Reference: Student number 

* Include a copy of the deposit slip in your application package.

Address for all application documents! 
Physical/Courier Address
Mr Ryno Gurgen 
Stellenbosch University
Administration block A
Room 3033
Ryneveld Street
Stellenbosch 7600

Fax nr is: 021-887 5209

Application procedure
Online applications: www.sun.ac.za/english



Physical Address:
School of Public Leadership

Bellville Park Campus
Carl Cronje Drive

Bellville
7530

Postal Address:
School of Public Leadership

Bellville Park Campus
PO Box 610

Bellville


